
The following Perfect parks were submitted by grade 6 English second language 

students from Vaudreuil, Dorion in the province of Quebec. 

 

At my amusement park there is a paintball park and a roller coaster in the 

back.  In the middle of the park there are water slides and a candy stand. 

Between these two activities there are bumper cars and an arcade with 100 

different games to play.  In front of my park, there is a wave pool that 

has tropical decorations.  Beside the wave pool there is a go-kart park, 

with 10 kilometers of track to ride on. At the end of this road there is 

a big skate park with a half pipe and rails. 

 

One day at my park is not enough. 

 

 

Rules: 

 

You can bring your skate board. 

You can bring your swimming suit. 

You can't smoke. 

You can't do flips. 

 

 

Mathieu. 
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Welcome to our perfect park. First of all, you come in from the huge gate. 

When you come in, there are all the game stands with the dunk stand on your 

left and the kissing booth on your right. Right beside the dunk stand, there 

are the bumper boats. If you keep walking, you might run into some clowns. 

A little farther, there is an enormous roller coaster. On it's right, there 

is zig-zag go -kart and a ferris wheel. In the middle of the park are all 

the restaurants, the washrooms and a very relaxing spa for the parents. 

After a little break, you could go see some of our shows in the circus tent. 

Finally, in the middle of the park, there are all the children's attractions 

like a petting zoo and a little park with a candy store. And that is our 

perfect park. 

 

 

Rules: 

-No throwing garbage on the ground 

-No smoking 

-No animals allowd 

-No bicycle /roller skates 

-No alcohol 

-No running 

-No swimming in the bumper boat pool 

-No harasing our clowns 

-No touching the park's equipment 

-No opening animal cages 

 

 

 

 You can..: 

 

-you can play with our clowns 

-you can feed the animals 

-you can take pictures 

-you can pinic on our picnic tables 

-you can bring your own food 

-you can buy souvenirs 
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The Perfect Park 

In the perfect park there are bumper cars and in the back of this site you have bumper boats. A bit 

further you can see a roller coaster and beside you have a candy stand.You can relax in the park and 

go eat at the restaurant. If you continue down the road you have a ferris wheel to the right. There is a 

wave pool and a water slide to the left of this wheel. 

 Rules: 

 - No alcohol. 

- No smoking. 

- No eating on the rides. 

- No animals. 

- No swimming in the bumper boat lake. 

- No running in the park. 

  

 - Sit down in the rides. 

- You can take photos. 

- You can bring your own food. 

- In the wave pool you can swim without a bathing cap. 

  

  

  

*Camille  and   Cassandra*  
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